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WILL DAVIES(Churchill College, University of Cambridge)
HYMAN ON COLOURIs an object red because of the experiences that it produces in us,or does it produce such experiences because it is red? Should webe subjectivists or objectivists about colour? In the first threechapters of The objective eye, John Hyman sets about tackling thisancient puzzle. Hyman ultimately thinks that in their commonforms, neither subjectivism nor objectivism is fit for purpose: the‘because’ fails to hold in both directions of Euthyphro’s dilemma(OE, p. 55). The majority of his arguments are directed againstbroadly Galilean and Lockean forms of subjectivism. Mainstreamobjectivism, or colour physicalism, is dispatched in two short pa-ragraphs (OE, pp. 52-3). Hyman defends a ‘qualified’ form of ob-jectivism, on which both the redness of an apple and our expe-rience of it as red «have the same explanation», namely «the mi-crostructure of its skin» (OE, p. 56). While colours are thus «logi-cally independent» of our visual experiences, they are «not epis-temically independent of them. Experience is the highest court ofappeal where the colours of objects are concerned» (OE, p. 56).There is much to admire about Hyman’s view, and I am particular-ly sympathetic to his criticisms of subjectivism in its variousforms. As is customary, however, I shall now highlight some areasof disagreement and raise some points for clarification.

1. A linguistic turn?I have a basic worry about Hyman’s central argumentative strate-gy, which is to appeal to the «basic conception of colour that isimplicit in the simplest colour statements we make», that is, the
meaning of our ordinary colour statements (OE, p. 19). Time andagain, accounts of colour are rejected on the grounds of inconsis-tency with a set of principles claimed to be analytic of this basicconception (OE, pp. 15-9). There are well known grounds for sce-pticism about the picture of linguistic meaning assumed here. Ishall here consider some specific reasons, however, to dissociatethe question of colour ontology from questions about the linguis-tic meaning of ordinary colour statements. First and foremost, asHyman would no doubt agree, colours are visibilia, propertieswhich are canonically presented or represented in visual percep-
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tion. Inquiries into colour ontology thus commonly proceed via aquestion about colour vision: does colour vision accurately or ve-ridically represent properties possessed by the physical objectsthat we perceive? The prior issue here is to settle which propertiesare visually presented or represented in colour vision, a matterfor the philosophy of perception and colour vision science, not thetheory of meaning.This last point might seem merely to reflect a difference inmethodological predilection. But the consequences are far moreimmediate. To illustrate, consider Hyman’s argument in chapterone against the widely held anti-realist, broadly Galilean, viewthat «physical objects are not really colored». Hyman rightly notesthat on this view, our colour experiences are uniformly illusory, ornon-veridical, and immediately proceeds to equate this with theview that colour predications in natural language, such as «bana-nas are yellow», are false (OE, p. 14). This shift allows him to ar-gue against the Galilean via his analysis of the meaning of suchstatements, for as we learned from Quine, truth (and falsity) de-pends on language as well as on extralinguistic fact (OE, p. 14). Aspointed out by Boghossian and Velleman1, however, there is noth-ing to stop the enterprising Galilean combining an error theoreticaccount of colour vision with a natural language semantics onwhich ordinary colour statements come out true. Such a theoristwill rightly point out that content attributions in perceptual psy-chology and linguistics are subject to quite different theoreticalpressures and considerations. A priori demands for a single, uni-fied, semantic account of colour vision and colour language lackmotivation both in principle and in practice. Without such unifica-tion, however, Hyman’s linguistic approach to colour ontologymisses its mark.The gap between colour language and colour vision might bebridged if, as Hyman later claims, the classificatory system usedby English speakers is «tightly constrained by the physiology ofthe human visual system», which provides uniform «focal areas,which are centres of variation for each of the gross colours» (OE,p. 31). This claim is empirically inaccurate, however. It rests on aconfusion between unique or elemental hues, which correspond toneutral points in the red-green and yellow-blue opponent colour
1 P. Boghossian - J.D. Velleman (2001), Physicalist theories of colour, reprinted in A. Byrne- D. Hilbert (eds.), Readings on colour: the philosophy of colour, Cambridge, Mass., MITPress, 1997, pp. 105-36, here p. 107.
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space, and focal colours, the ‘best’ or ‘paradigmatic’ examples of agiven colour category. It has been argued that the unique hues areconstrained by the physiology of the human visual system, al-though even this remains unclear. According to John Mollon, forexample, «it remains the case that no one has shown a corticalorigin for the unique hues. Their special status may derive fromthe outside world»2. A separate issue is whether the four uniquehues correspond to the focal points of the categories red, green,
yellow, and blue, as proposed by McDaniel3. This too remains amatter for debate, but even a positive verdict would fall well shortof establishing physiological constraints on the focal areas of alleleven basic colour categories in English4. Hyman is far from alonein taking colour language as a representational proxy for our visu-al classification of colour, but I would urge him and others to re-consider5.
2. Hyman’s principlesSetting these issues aside, serious questions remain about Hy-man’s proposed analysis of our basic conception of colour. A keyprinciple supposedly ‘implicit’ in our ordinary colour statementsis that «an object’s colour is inert» both causally and explanatorily(OE, p. 19). As a claim explicative of ordinary linguistic usage,however, I find this extremely puzzling. As Hyman himself notes(OE, p. 19), we often say things like «my hut is cooler than yoursbecause mine has a paler colour than yours». Hyman attempts tosidestep this point by arguing that we correctly say such thingsnot because colours are causes, but «because having a darker co-lour correlates with having a tendency to heat up more» (OE, p. 19,italics added). This is a substantive theoretical claim, however, forwhich no argument is provided. It also begs the question againstphysicalist theories of colour. Neither feature is something weshould expect or accept from a purported account of the meaningof ordinary colour statements.
2 J. Mollon, A neural basis for unique hues?, «Current biology» 11/19 (2009), pp. 441-2,here p. 442.3 See C.K. McDaniel, Hue perception and hue naming, unpublished BA thesis, HarvardUniversity, 1972.4 It is clear from a footnote (n. 243) that the ‘classificatory system’ Hyman has in mindincludes the eleven basic colours of B. Berlin - P. Kay, Basic colour terms: their universali-
ty and evolution, Berkeley, CA, University of California Press, 1969.5 These foundational issues are discussed in greater depth in my forthcoming DPhil the-sis.
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According to Hyman, the «fundamental principle» of our ba-sic conception is that «an object’s colour is part of its appearance,in other words, that it is part of how it looks» (OE, p. 15). I foundthe discussion of this principle somewhat unclear, which is signifi-cant given the central role that it plays in Hyman’s overall view.An object’s appearance is characterised as a «subset of its visibleproperties», specifically those properties satisfying the constraintthat saying «x is F» is «equivalent» to saying «x looks F» (OE, p.16). That is to say, F is part of the appearance of x just in case «xlooks F» contains a «pleonastic use of the verb ‘looks’» (OE, p. 16).This characterisation creates serious problems when it comes to
illusory appearances, however. Consider a yellow object whichlooks blue, as yellow things sometimes do. In this case, ‘that objectlooks blue’ is not semantically equivalent to ‘that object is blue’,for the former is true while that latter is false. Hence, in this con-text, ‘looks’ is not pleonastic. From Hyman’s characterisation ofappearances, it follows that blueness is not part of the appearanceof this object, which presumably means that it is false to say thatthe object appears blue. This is a highly counterintuitive conse-quence, however. Hyman attempts to salvage the situation by ad-mitting a retrograde notion of «mere appearance», to be distin-guished from proper appearance, tied in some way to the non-pleonastic use of «looks» (OE, p. 16). This notion is never ex-plained, however, and in any case the prospects are not promis-ing. In particular, I am sceptical that ‘looks’ and ‘appears’ are se-mantically ambiguous in the way that Hyman seems to require6.
3. Seeing powersSubjectivists and objectivists alike sometimes seek to identify co-lours with dispositions. On the subjectivist side, there is the famili-ar Lockean view that colours are dispositions to produce certainsensory experiences in human observers. On the objectivist side,there is the physicalist view that colours are surface spectral re-flectances, which are dispositions of surfaces to reflect incidentlight in certain ways. Hyman objects to both that colours cannotbe dispositions, because dispositions are modal properties, like
woulds or might have beens, and such properties cannot be seen(OE, pp. 48-9). One immediate issue with this argument is that it
6 Various reasons for thinking that ‘looks’ is semantically ambiguous are reviewed andrejected in chapter two of W. Breckenridge, The meaning of ‘look’, DPhil thesis, Universi-ty of Oxford, 2007.
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ignores many complex and unresolved issues regarding the natureof dispositions. For example, many people hold that dispositionsare identical to their categorical or causal bases, a view whichwould have no problem whatsoever in admitting that dispositionscan be seen. Of course, one always has to take some things forgranted, but Hyman’s metaphysical assumption is doing suchheavy lifting in the dialectic that more needs to be said in its de-fence.Taking the argument at face value, however, my view is thatit derives whatever intuitive force it may have from an overlysimplistic, perhaps mechanistic, conception of visual perception.To appreciate the force of this point, consider that two dominantempirical frameworks for visual perception enforce no such limi-tations on our ability to see dispositions. It is a well advertisedfeature of Gibsonian or ecological theories, for instance, that wecan perceive the affordances of objects, which include dispositionssuch as being dangerous or a potential mate. Although far fromuniversally accepted, these theories have improved our apprecia-tion of the role of vision in enabling various types of biologicallyrelevant activity or interaction. Considered in this context, the re-levant question is whether, or how, dispositional properties enterinto explanations of vision’s wider biological significance. I do notthink that we should prejudge on this issue. There is likewisenothing inherent in computational theories precluding the possi-bility that visual systems ‘infer’ the presence of dispositional pro-perties at points in the scene, via certain transformational or in-ductive principles, from the information received in the proximalstimulus. The supposed modal status of dispositions doesn’t un-dermine our ability visually to represent them, for as Bence Na-nay7 has recently stressed, we can represent or attribute a proper-ty without representing the conditions – counterfactual or other-wise – necessary or sufficient for its instantiation. Of course, as isfrequently noted, colours may not obviously appear in experienceto be dispositions. But this only constitutes an objection to thepresent view given the misguided assumption, sometimes refer-red to as Revelation, that experience reveals all that there is toknow about the nature of colour properties8.
7 See B. Nanay, Do we sense modalities with our sense modalities?, «Ratio» 3/24 (2011),pp. 299-310.8 See A. Byrne, Do colours look like dispositions?, «Philosophical quarterly», 51 (2001),pp. 238-45.
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In discussing Hyman’s account of colour, I have raised con-cerns as to his overall argumentative strategy, and on certainpoints of detail. While sympathetic to many of his conclusions, Ibelieve that Hyman’s strategic emphasis on the meaning of our or-dinary colour statements undermines the force of his arguments.In any event, two key principles proposed in his analysis are un-motivated, or at least in need of serious clarification. Finally, Hy-man’s argument that colours cannot be dispositions seems to bemetaphysically overcommitted, and to rely on an unduly simplis-tic model of visual perception. There is much more in the bookthat I would have liked to discuss. In particular, I found Hyman’sdiscussion of frames of reference, in relation to the supposed rela-tivity of colour, to be both instructive and stimulating. Time andspace dictates, however, that these issues must await another oc-casion. ZED ADAMS(New School for Social Research)
THE GENEALOGY OF A CONCEPTUAL TRUTHI […] discuss the historical sources of some ideas in considerable detailbecause many of the ideas we find convincing today were originally de-signed to answer specific intellectual needs, which differ substantiallyfrom our own. This means that it can be easier to distinguish what issound from what is erroneous in our own thought if we are aware of itshistory (OE, p. xvi)

1. IntroductionOne of the great pleasures of John Hyman’s The objective eye is itsunconventionality: it argues for ideas that are rarely defended to-day (e.g., a resemblance theory of depiction) and it does so by uti-lizing methods that are rarely employed by works in analytic phi-losophy (e.g., by attending to the historical sources of the ideas inquestion). It is this second aspect of Hyman’s book that I am goingto discuss here: its genealogical method. Repeatedly, Hyman is atpains to illustrate how ideas that we find convincing today havehistories, and how exploring their histories is useful for separat-ing the truth from falsity in them. My goal here is to encourageHyman to resolutely embrace this genealogical method and ex-plore the history of an idea that he himself finds convincing, anidea that is at the core of his own positive account of the nature of
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colour. Here is the idea: «Our basic conception of colour is rootedin one fundamental principle, namely, that an object’s colour ispart of its appearance, in other words, that it is part of how itlooks» (OE, p. 15). Hyman never suggests that this fundamentalprinciple (hereafter, FP) might have a history, or that understand-ing that history might allow us to see how the FP contains bothinsights and confusions. On the contrary, he simply treats the FPas a timeless a priori truth. In what follows, I do four things: first, Ispell out what Hyman takes the FP to mean; second, I outline thecrucial role that the FP plays in Hyman’s account of the nature ofcolour; third, I describe why Hyman takes the FP to be true; and,fourth, I say why I think a genealogy of the FP is needed.
2. What does the FP mean?Hyman takes the FP to express an a priori truth about colours:namely, that there is a necessary connection between being and
looking colored. As a way of spelling out the necessity involvedhere (i.e., between being and looking a certain way), Hyman con-trasts the case of colour with the case of age. If someone is sixty,then they might well look sixty. But they might not. They mightlook young or old for their age, after all. In the case of being a cer-tain age, looking that age is at best evidence of being that age, butit is neither the only nor the best evidence of that fact. As a namefor the sort of connection between being and looking exhibited bythe age case, call it an epistemic connection.Hyman clearly thinks that the connection exhibited by thecolour case is not merely a particularly reliable sort of epistemicconnection; that is, his point is not just that looking at somethingis the best way of finding out what colour it is. Rather, his point isthat «we cannot understand what colour is without some notionof the sense of sight» (OE, p. 17). Call this sort of connection be-tween being and looking a conceptual connection. In short, Hymanthinks the necessary link between colour and sentience expressedby the FP is a conceptual connection, not merely an epistemic one.
3. What role does the FP play in Hyman’s argument?Hyman takes the FP to have a number of consequences, chiefamong them that «an object’s colour […] unlike its shape, cannotaffect what happens – it cannot influence the course of history –except as a consequence of being perceived» (OE, p. 18). Onceagain, this marks a significant contrast between colour and age.
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The age of something can be causally efficacious regardless ofwhether someone perceives it to be that age. One can, after all, diefrom old age even if no one notices. But Hyman does not think thatthe colour of something can be causally efficacious if no one notic-es it. This is a significant restriction on the causal efficacy of co-lours, one that, if true, has a number of significant consequences ofits own.The chief consequence Hyman draws from the inertness ofcolour (as he puts this point) is that colour cannot play any usefulexplanatory role in explaining anything beyond the behaviour ofthose beings capable of seeing it (it cannot even explain what pro-duces the experience of colour in these beings). And, if colour can-not play any useful explanatory role, it is a category mistake totreat it as a theoretical posit akin to mass or energy, since thewhole point of such theoretical posits is to play an explanatoryrole. This implies that philosophers who have used Occam’s Razorto decide the question of whether colours exist are guilty of a cat-egory mistake, because they have assumed that whether coloursexist depends upon how explanatorily useful they are as theoreti-cal posits. Invoking the conceptual connection between colour andsentience, Hyman concludes that colours are «not fanciful enough»to play the role of theoretical posits, since, «like aches, they lie toosecurely within» the «ambit of experience» for natural science todiscover that they do or do not exist (OE, p. 25).In much the same way that someone might ‘prove’ that achesexist by first acknowledging a necessary link between aches andexperience, and second noting that we do, in fact, sometimes ex-perience aches, Hyman ‘proves’ that colours exist by combiningthe FP with the everyday observation that we do, in fact, expe-rience things as colored. The FP thus plays a crucial role in Hy-man’s account of colour.
4. Why does Hyman take the FP to be true?Given the crucial role the FP plays in his account of colour, Hymansays surprisingly little about why he thinks it is true. The most hesays is that «it is implicit in the basic conception of colour that oursimplest colour statements presuppose» (OE, p. 21). On the whole,he says as much about what it is not based upon as what it isbased upon. We are repeatedly told that the FP «is not a discoveryof modern physics» (OE, p. 21) and that it «is essentially an a pri-ori philosophical insight and not a discovery of natural science»
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(OE, p. 20). Hyman seems to think that the main reason why onemight contest the FP is because of conceptual confusion. If this isright, then an awful lot of philosophers have been conceptuallyconfused: a short list would include Aristotle, Descartes, Locke,Bernard Williams, and Thomas Nagel, as well as quite a number ofcontemporary philosophers working in the philosophy of colour(such as Alex Byrne and David Hilbert). Of course, Hyman wouldnot be the first philosopher to accuse others of conceptual confu-sion. But I wonder whether this really is the best explanation forwhy the FP does not find universal acceptance.
5. The beginnings of a genealogy of the FPHyman himself notes that Aristotle denies the FP. Specifically,Aristotle denies that colours are inert, since he claims that theycause changes in the eye jelly9. And Hyman admits that Aristotle’sclaim is not merely based on conceptual confusion; he allows thatit is also based on «scientific speculation» (OE, p. 28). But one getsthe sense that Hyman calls the problem «scientific speculation» fora reason – i.e., that he thinks speculation is the real problem, ra-ther than ignorance of modern scientific discoveries about colour;after all, Hyman is clear that he thinks the FP «is not a set of fac-tual assumptions about colours» (OE, p. 19). As such, one gets thesense that Hyman thinks conceptual clarity would have sufficed tolead Aristotle to accept the FP, if only he had reined in his specula-tive tendencies and resisted trying to give colours an explanatoryrole. I think that this is a mistake on Hyman’s part, that the FP isbased on more than conceptual clarity. More precisely, I think it isa mistake to assume that there is a static concept of colour thathas remained unchanged from Aristotle’s time to our own, onewhich, if we could just get clear about it, would thereby resolve allof the problems we are worried about in the philosophy of colour.But this is not to say that I think the FP is baseless; it is to say thatI think the FP is based largely in a reaction to certain early modernphilosophical and scientific innovations and discoveries10.
9 I am here following Hyman’s own reading of Aristotle. Myles Burnyeat contests such areading of Aristotle, in his What happens when I see red and hear a middle C? in M. Nuss-baum - A. Rorty, A. (eds.), Essays on Aristotle’s De anima, Oxford, Oxford University Press,1995.10 In support of the claim that the FP only emerged as a way of reacting to early modernphilosophical innovations and scientific discoveries, it is useful to reflect on the histori-cal fact that dispositional theories of colour (such as Locke’s) only first emerged in the
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Nevertheless, Hyman is right to think that the connectionexpressed by the FP between colour and sentience is not merelyan epistemic connection. It is an expression of something moreabout colour – something about the role colour plays in our lives,about what we need colour to be – than about how we tell the co-lours of things. But it is seriously unclear what it means to say thatsort of thing. And it is equally unclear what it means to say thatcolours are inert. After all, what is it for the causal efficacy of aproperty to be restricted by how we understand that property;what sort of property is causally efficacious only on the behaviourof a being capable of experiencing it? (I do not think it is helpful tocompare colours to aches in this regard, for two related reasons:first, our experiences of aches do not have objective purport –they do not purport to be of properties that exist independently ofthese experiences; second, if no one experienced aches, therewould not be any aches, whereas, on Hyman’s view of colour, theabsence of colour experiences would not imply that there are nocolours).Given these unclarities, I think a genealogy of the FP wouldbe helpful, as a way of separating out the distinct strands ofthought that are bound together in the idea that there is a neces-sary link – a conceptual connection – between colour and sen-tience, one which implies that colours are inert11. More than once,Hyman himself offers the beginnings of such a genealogy, as whenhe notes that «a sketchy grasp of optics is more than enough todispose» (OE, p. 21) of the idea that colour can play an explanato-ry role; a full genealogy, however, would require spelling outwhat, exactly, this sketchy grasp of optics involves, as well as mak-ing explicit the philosophical and scientific presuppositions un-derlying it.
modern era. The emergence of dispositional theories is telling because, as Hyman him-self notes, they propose to «explain the intrinsic tie between colour and sentience in alucid and simple way» (OE, p. 46). Contrast this with pre-modern theories of colour,such as Aristotle’s, which deny the FP.11 In the interest of full disclosure, I should say that I myself am currently working onjust such a project, a genealogy of the historical origins of contemporary ways of think-ing about colour. But it is because I am taking my lead from Hyman, as well as because Ithink he has so much to contribute to such a project, that I am encouraging him to en-gage in such a project as well.
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6. ConclusionIn this short comment on Hyman’s views on colour in The objec-
tive eye, I have focused on his discussion of the fundamental prin-ciple that there is a necessary link between colour and sentience,one which implies that colours are inert. My goal has been to en-courage Hyman to apply his own genealogical method to thisprinciple, in the hope that doing so might lead to increased clarityabout what, exactly, it means to say that an object’s colour is partof how it looks, as well as why this principle might be true. Gettingclear about this probably would not solve all of the problemsthere are in the philosophy of colour. But if the other genealogiesthat Hyman offers in The objective eye are any indication, it wouldbe a fertile place to start12.PAOLO SPINICCI(Università degli Studi di Milano)

SOME REMARKS ON HYMAN’S THE OBJECTIVE EYEIn his book Hyman encourages us to reflect on an antithesis thathas an ancient history: the antithesis between objectivistic andsubjectivistic conceptions of various properties. Many differentexamples can be provided for such an antithesis. We can ask if wedesire something because it is good, in its own right, or if insteadwe say something is good only because we desire it. But we canalso wonder if our perceptions of secondary qualities have an ob-jective meaning, conveying properties that belong to the objectswe experience, or if we must acknowledge that colours and flavorsare not in things, but only in the mind of the person who expe-riences them. Hyman takes the side of objectivism, and the firstthree chapters of his book are devoted to an extremely subtle andpersuasive defense of an objectivistic conception of colour. Hisanalyses, to a great extent, seem to me rather accurate and full ofuseful teachings: nevertheless, there is one point I believe re-quires deeper examination.The concepts defining reality are constrained by an exter-nalistic premise: we know that the progress of our knowledge canforce us to re-evaluate the nature of our concepts. The meaning ofwords like mass, energy, cell, or even water or iron, is something
12 I am grateful to Alyssa DeBlasio, Nat Hansen and Chauncey Maher for helpful com-ments and suggestions.
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that has not been defined once and for all, but depends on whatwe discover about reality, step after step. This, in principle, doesnot seem to apply to the system of concepts of colour that estab-lish and exhaust the way of being of their objects. Chromatic termshave a history that may be influenced by many different factors,but in principle it is not possible that future experience will forceus to correct our system of concepts, or that an unexpected expe-rience will force us to change our idea of yellow or red. So chro-matic concepts do not seem to depend on what experience mayteach us in the future, and this is why their position with respectto the problem of reality does not seem to me to be entirely clari-fied by the statement «our colour concepts do not ‘carve nature atthe joints’».After the considerations regarding colours, Hyman contin-ues with a discussion on the concept of depiction – I would like toconcentrate precisely on these pages. The perspective of the ana-lyses is again dictated by the antithesis between objectivist andsubjectivist positions: again in this case, in fact, the problem «isabout defining the relationship between a property the objects weperceive seem to possess – such as beauty or pictorial content –and a response that objects that seem to possess this propertyarouse» (OE, p. 3).It will suffice, however, to delve just a bit into the reading to real-ize that the problem Hyman is inviting us to approach is different, atleast in part, because the question regarding figurative content is ac-tually transformed into a reflection on the nature of the depictive linkbetween the painted surface and what is represented on it. It is thislink whose nature needs further study, to decide if it should be un-derstood from an objectivist or a subjectivist perspective, whether weshould (that is) seek the nature of depiction on the plane of an objec-tive relationship between the surface of the image and its content, orwhether we should instead investigate the role of the viewer. Thisshift cannot help but raise some doubts. Hyman seems to take forgranted that an objectivist conception of figurative content must coin-cide with, or at least imply, an objectivist conception of the depictivelink. But this does not seem so obvious or inevitable to me, because inprinciple we could assert that the figurative contents are objects –though particular ones – which we have experienced, even if we donot have a direct experience of the depictive link that allows us tograsp them in the play of the chromatic marks that stand out against asurface.
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Later on we will have to return to this point. For the mo-ment, instead, I would like to focus on the path Hyman proposeswe follow. This path implies, first of all, a dense critique of thetheories that claim to dissolve the objectivity of the relationship ofdepiction, either in a merely con-ventional relation – this is the caseof Goodman – or in a merely psy-chological relation, as in the worksof Wollheim. To counter this sub-jectivist dissolving of the depictivelink, Hyman proposes the objectiv-ist path that, in his view, must takeon the forms of the theory of re-semblance: we should, that is, beable to trace back the depictive linkto a dual objective basis – to thefact that the aperture colours of thepainting are the same as the aperture colours of the objects de-picted, and that there is a relationship of resemblance, actually ofidentity, between the form of the chromatic configurations of thepainted surface and the occlusion shapes of the depicted objects.As I observed, Hyman speaks of resemblance theory, but re-semblance is an elusive notion. Similarities have an objective na-ture: they may be perceived, but they may also escape us. Alonggeneral lines, however, we speak of resemblance to refer to a rela-tionship of correspondence that can be perceived and graspedwith the senses. Thus we say that two faces are similar becausewe can perceive their resemblance, but a relationship of corres-pondence can exist even if we are not able to perceive it because itis too complex to be captured by the senses.Just as there are operations that cannot be mentally per-formed, so there are correspondences that do not array themsel-ves in resemblance: a shadow can be traced back to the object thatcasts it by means of a rule that can be geometrically formulatedand usually translates into a resemblance. Things are not, howev-er, always so: to make this clear, it will suffice to look through amanual on shadow plays, or observe the shadow sculptures of TimNoble and Sue Webster. We understand that fingers and handscan be arranged to cast a shadow we see on a wall, yet we do not
see the relationship of resemblance between the position of thehands and the design cast on the wall’s surface. If we then imagine
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casting shadows on a curved surface, we realize that the geome-tric relationship becomes too complex to be seen – even thoughthis does not mean that a relationship of projection does not exist.This leads to the question that must be asked: what is thestate of things in the case of depiction? Is the presence of an objec-tive relationship between the surface of the image and its figura-tive content always and necessarily that of a perceptible relation-ship? The answer has to be negative: images like anamorphoses orthe autostereograms of Julesz and Tyler are clearly capable ofshowing us images, though it is not possible to identify a relation-ship of resemblance between the chromatic pattern of the surfaceand that which – with a certain effort – we can glimpse there. Thisis tantamount to saying that the criterion of resemblance does notseem to be a necessary condition for depiction.It might be objected that these images are exceptions thatshould not concern us too much, and that in principle it is possibleto set them aside. Nevertheless it is worth observing that Hymanhimself acknowledges that the identity between the occlusionshape of the depicted objects and the chromatic pattern of thepainted surface that portrays them cannot suffice to identify whatwe see depicted. As Gombrich observed, in the Portrait of Jan Sixby Rembrandt we see, amongst other things, a gold chain; but theresemblance that links it to the form of the painted sign does notseem capable of explaining why the painting shows us something,and shows us precisely and only what we see there: the occlusionshape principle, then, does not even seem to be a sufficient condi-tion of the figurative link. In short: all that it seems to be possibleto assert is that at times a relationship of resemblance exists be-tween the pattern of the figurative surface and the contentrepresented. After all, what is true in certain paintings by Rem-brandt or the later Titian seems to be true for many different fi-gurative styles: Pointillism or Fauve painting, for example. Herethe configuration of chromatic marks does not repeat the configu-ration of the occlusion shapes of the depicted objects, yet we seefaces, bodies, landscapes.Hyman is aware of this and therefore acknowledges thatthere is some partial truth in the subjectivist hypothesis: in theend, when we ask ourselves what an image is showing, we mustfirst of all recognize that it depicts exactly what it is seen in it by aviewer with a certain amount of expertise. The reasons of subjec-tivism, however, are joined by the dominant voice of objectivism:
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if this is what we see in a painting it is because there are objectivereasons that bring us to the occlusion shape or to specific objec-tive relationships concerning the relationship between the colourof the painted surface and the colour we attribute to the objectsthat are depicted.Hyman says as much, but to speak of subjectivism in thiscase does not seem to me to have the meaning of what is said inthe introductory pages of the book. The fact that we can glimpse aface in the cracks of the plaster is a fact that might be difficult toexplain entirely in terms of some resemblance, but our obser-vance of a face with a certain expression precisely at that point onthe wall is a fact that not only has objective causes, but is itself anobjective given. We do not see a face depicted because we aremade like that or because something happens in our sensory or-gans: we see a face represented because there is a face depictedright there, before our eyes. And it does not seem relevant to me ifthe depictive link does not manifest itself on phenomenologicalground, because something similar also happens, for example,when we look at an image on video: we see many colours in RGBimages, but the reasons we now see orange, now yellow, now vio-let are not seen, eluding the phenomenological dimension. Doesthis mean we have to say that those colours are only subjective? Idon’t think so13. So why talking about subjectivism, in this case?Further enquiry on this point is important to understandwhy resemblance plays such a major role in Hyman’s analysis. Ifthe aim is simply to assert that there is an objective relationshipthat links the painted surface to its figurative content, then talkingabout resemblance would not seem to be fully appropriate, be-cause the notion of resemblance is too limited to truly explain thatconnection. If it makes sense to talk about resemblance, it is onlybecause resemblance is an intuitive connection that promises tosupport a certain conception of our perception of images: the con-ception according to which we see first of all a certain configura-tion of marks on the painted surface and then, on this foundation,we construct – based on resemblance – a depictive link and there-fore also a figurative content. But is this really the way things are?
13 After all, even the colours the painter applies to the canvas are composed of pigmentsof different kinds and appear to us as they do only because they array themselves for theobserver in an overall effect, though this does not seem to be a good reason to say thatthey are only subjective.
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I don’t think so. Let’s take a look at images that respond toHyman’s requirements – perspective depictions – and ask oursel-ves if the resemblance that exists between the chromatic surfaceand the content is also the ratio cognoscendi of the figurative con-nection, or if instead it is simply the ratio essendi. In the first casewe would say that the image constitutes itself for the observer by
following the rule of resemblance; in the second, instead, wewould say that the resemblance is there, but it is not necessarilyperceived, because the essential point is only that the canvaspresents a situation of stimulus that acts in a way similar to realityon the perceiving subject. In my view the path to follow is thesecond of the two, but let us in any case ask ourselves about theimplications of the thesis that resemblance is the cognitive basisof the relationship of figuration.To support such a thesis, it would first of all be possible toclaim that we see both the arrangement of the chromatic marks onthe painting’s surface and the occlusion shape of the bodies thedepiction presents to us; but this cannot really be taken forgranted. From a phenomenological point of view, it is not obviousthat the observer of a painting sees first of all the chromatic marksthat cover the canvas: to have a glimpse of the painting’s surfaceas such the observer has to come very close to the painting, to fo-cus on details, and so on. From a logical point of view, I do not seeany plausible reason which makes such an assumption necessary:we do not have to see the alternation of pigments to understandthat the face we see before our eyes is just a painting, becausethere is a way of appearing that is specific to depicted objects – aweak depth that does not fit into real depth, that does not contra-dict the awareness of the surface that hosts the figurative space, areduced luminosity of the depicted objects, their particular grain,and so on14. We can of course see only marks of paints on the can-vas, but to do so we have to assume a particular position with re-spect to the painting that coincides with the weakening of its fi-
14 Similar considerations are found in Koffka and, above all, in Michotte, who wrote: «Inthe present case, the effect of the conflict is not restricted simply to making the picture‘less three-dimensional’, as claimed by Koffka; for, in addition to the flattening of theapparent depth of the object, previously noted, it is primarily the character of realitythat is impaired. Its destruction seems to be the essential condition for the resolution ofthe conflict. Although integration of a real volume on a fiat surface would be contradic-tory, in fact only the surface and the traces on it are real, whereas the volume loses allreality» (Le réel et l’irréel dans l’image, in G. Thinès - A. Costall - G. Butterworth (eds.),
Michotte’s experimental phenomenology of perception, Hillsdale, Erlbaum, 1991, pp. 187-97).
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gurative capacity15, and it is not always easy to make ourselvessee the image dissolve into its material parts – try, for example, tolook at an image on a screen and to perceive the fact that it iscomposed of lights of different colours.In short: it is very hard, normally, to see a mere arrangementof pigments in a painting, though normally we see faces and land-scapes made of chromatic substances or strokes of charcoal. Buteven if we did always and simply see the painting’s surface withits particular configuration of marks, we could still not say that wegrasp what it is supposed to resemble: the configuration of the oc-clusion shapes. Of course Hyman is right when he says that formand occlusive size are not subjective givens; nevertheless, to rec-ognize their objective character does not yet imply that they areproperly perceived and that the depictive link appears by virtue ofour perception of them. Likewise, I believe we must acknowledgethe accuracy of the arguments advanced to refute the subjectivistinterpretations of perspective (Reid, Hauck, Panofsky, Goodmanand many others) that urge us to think that the perspective imageis simply an attempt to return the retinal image16, but recognizingthat perspective does not have to do with the proximal stimulusdoes not yet imply denial of the fact that in the final analysis pers-pective is a useful technique precisely because it is capable of re-producing, on the painted surface, the distal conditions of the sti-mulus, re-creating on the canvas a pattern that gathers the essen-tial information that allows us to see a given object depicted there.Now saying that the perspective construction permits us tocreate a distal condition of stimulus (a) on the canvas that is simi-lar, though not identical, to the distal condition of stimulus (b)that arises when we perceive a given object is not the same as say-ing that there is some perceived resemblance between (a) and (b).We do not see distal conditions of stimulus, but percepts: we see awhite triangle resting on three circles in the Kanizsa illusion, justas we see horizontal lines of different sizes in the Ponzo illusion –we see this way even though the distal stimulus, in one case, in-cludes three black disks, each missing a triangular portion andequal horizontal lines in the other. Alberti was well aware of this,
15 On this point (though only on this one) the assertions of Gombrich on the duality ofthe perception of the image ring true.16 I have outlined considerations very close to those of Hyman in Il palazzo di Atlante.
Contributi per una fenomenologia della rappresentazione prospettica, Milano, Guerini,1997, pp. 215-60.
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and in the end, among the many metaphorical reasons connectedwith his veil experiment, there is one concrete factor: the veil is aploy that allows us to see what otherwise is there, but we do notsee fully – the reduction and foreshortening of perspective.It was above all Gibson who emphasized that a depiction isfirst of all characterized by its ability to reproduce the informationrequired to perceive the image of the depicted object, in a series ofessays that deserve recollection for many reasons, but also be-cause they urge us to consider depictions not as the result of aparticular kind of perception, but as particular objects. In otherwords: Gibson invites us to assert that the perception of imagescan be grasped and described starting not with the depictive linkor the relationship that exists between two different forms of per-ception – normal seeing and seeing-in, in Wollheim’s formulation– but with the particular nature of the figurative content as such,its effective way of presenting itself.This is a thesis that prompts us to discuss one final point ofHyman’s book: his critique of the position of Wollheim. Part of thecritique can, in the end, be traced back to the claim according towhich it is not possible to account for an experience without start-ing from the objective context in question. For Hyman, «the finalobjection to Wollheim’s theory of depiction – that it does not ex-plain how the experience of seeing a boy in something differs fromthe experience of seeing a tulip in it or a pair of boots – cannot beovercome. If we search for a form of words to define the kind ofexperience that a picture produces in the mind of a spectator, andexclude a word such as ‘depict’ or ‘represent’ itself, there will benothing useful we can substitute for the vague and unsatisfactoryidea that a cowrie shell and an eye ‘release the same response’ orthat perceiving the content of a picture involves ‘discerning some-thing standing out in front of […] something else’» (OE, p. 141).It follows that the attempt to explain the depictive link bydefining the type of experience it stimulates in a spectator has tobe set aside. In fact, if we think of an image as a type of artifactthat produces a particular kind of subjective experience – the ex-perience of seeing in – then we find ourselves in the situation ofnot being able to explain what this particular experience is, unlesswe say that it is that experience one has when one sees a paintedsurface and its depiction of just what it depicts.The situation changes, on the other hand, if instead ofputting ourselves in a subjectivist perspective and attempting to
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unravel the depictive relationship through a description of expe-riences that images provoke in us, we acknowledge an objectivestatus of the figurative contents and position ourselves on the ter-rain of description of the figurative contents – of these particularobjects that have an intersubjective presence and can be de-scribed in their characteristics, precisely as objects in general canbe described. So instead of asking ourselves how a surface shouldbe made so that we can perceive a figuration in it – a problem thatin principle belongs to the neurophysiology of perception – it isbetter, I believe, to try to characterize the nature of the figurativecontents, to then identify the characteristics that set them apartand that are directly manifested to perception.This is a perspective Hyman does not think has to be pur-sued, not only because his analyses are marked by the thesis ofthe centrality of the depictive link, but also because it seems poss-ible to draw arguments from his pages to assert that there are nospecific properties of depicted objects as such. This convictionseems to guide the phenomenological dimension of the criticismsHyman aims at Wollheim: Hyman denies that it is possible to iden-tify, in the manifestation of an apparent depth, the characteristicfeature of figurative content17. To refute Wollheim’s claim accord-ing to which seeing-in consists of perception of something thatadvances or retreats with respect to the painted surface, Hymansuggests that we think of particular images: the isolated figures ofchildren’s drawings or the decontextualized figures of certainkinds of primitive art. These figurative contents have no back-ground and therefore seem to not be covered by Wollheim’s de-scription. Hyman writes: «All of these are exceptions because of acombination of two factors. First, in each case the surface onwhich the figures are drawn does not contribute to the picture’scontent: it is a ground, but not a background. Second, the figuresthemselves are not shown in depth. As it happens a silhouette can
17 The term apparent depth is not intended to allude to some illusory character of im-ages. The observer of a drawing clearly sees that it would make no sense to try to graspthe depicted objects, and sees with great clarity that the arrangement of the objectsdrawn on the sheet of paper corresponds to a spatial positioning that cannot be put intoa relationship of effective continuity with the surrounding space. To talk about apparentdepth, then, means recognizing that the depth of images manifests itself to perception asa depth that is entirely and solely present in its visible appearance, but it also meansgiving a title to that set of differences that permit us to see that the arrangement of ob-jects in a depiction is visibly different from the arrangement of the objects in real space.
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represent depth surprisingly well […] but there is no reason whyit must» (OE, p. 136).Hyman is right: there are drawings that do not establish a re-lationship with a background, and there are figurative spaces thatdo not seem to venture beyond the contours of the drawn figure –like the stick figure made of simple straight lines that start fromthe oval that indicates a face. Recognizing that these drawingscannot be covered by the description Wollheim proposes doesnot, however, mean denying that such drawings can have an ap-parent depth. To decide this we needn’t operate on the plane ofobservations of an introspective nature; instead, it is necessary totry to identify characteristics of a structural nature that allow usto give our considerations a more definite meaning. So instead ofasking ourselves about our subjective impression of depth, whichin any case is an elusive fact that is difficult to describe, we shouldbe asking ourselves about the function played by the lines of adrawing when we see it as a drawing.Here’s an example: in the uncertain forms of a drawing by achild of four we see a little man with big ears and long, slenderlegs. The drawing has no background, so the man isnot in front of or behind any other element of thefigurative space, for the good reason that the draw-ing coincides with the figurative space. But a figura-tive space is there, and it will suffice to ask our-selves if the line that forms the contour of the facetraces a division of the surface of the page in orderto understand that the manifestation of a drawinghas altered the sense of our perception. Those linesdo not subdivide the sheet into parts, but cut out –as Gustaf Britsch would put it – a new space on thesheet that does not belong to it because it has firstof all an invisible back: the drawing represents alittle man seen from in front. The back of his neck is hidden by hisface, and if it is possible to make this kind of statement – namelythat the face hides the back of the neck – it is because the drawingpresents us with a relationship of occlusion – and every relation-ship of occlusion determines a depth.Furthermore, precisely because the drawing shows us some-thing – a face and a body – that does not belong to the surface ofthe sheet of paper, it is possible and makes sense that the lines ofthe hair can be traced to show us what is there in front of the fore-
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head. We are not able to see those lines as if they were on thesame plane as the line that forms the head, just as we see themouth, or the oval of an eye, as being on the face and not in thesurface of the sheet, as a mark that determines its chromatic con-figuration. But this is tantamount to saying that even if a child’sdrawing like this one does not contain something that can func-tion as background, an apparent depth is nevertheless given, interms of perception: to deny the presence of a background doesnot mean denying that there is an apparent depth or that it is im-possible to distinguish a figurative space from the real space of thesurface on which the drawing is made.These are some of the remarks I think must be made regard-ing Hyman’s book – a very absorbing book that does not only havethe appeal of authentic philosophical enquiry, but is also enli-vened by a remarkable ability to come to grips with the concreteproblems of thinking about art. The objective eye, in short, is abook from which there is much to learn – at least that was my ex-perience of it. MALCOLM BUDD(University College Londonand Peterhouse College, University of Cambridge)
PICTORIAL PERCEPTIONJohn Hyman’s The objective eye is a major contribution to our un-derstanding of the concept of depiction and the nature of pictorialart. It identifies, explores and advances accounts of all the mainfundamental aspects of pictorial representation; it is written withgreat clarity and precision; it is a storehouse of information aboutthe history of thought about both the nature of depiction and theperception of pictures; it throws light on each area of the subjectthat it investigates; its scholarship is both immaculate and extra-ordinarily impressive in its range; and it displays a mind of highintelligence with first-rate analytical and critical powers and anabsolutely firm grasp of the issues dealt with and the various posi-tions that have been taken up about them by the best thinkers. Butperhaps its most remarkable feature is that nearly all the conclu-sions reached, whether about such different topics as the ontolog-ical status of colours, the relationship between the shapes and co-lours on a picture’s surface and the objects that it depicts, or thevarious ways in which pictorial realism can be understood, to
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mention just a few, are, I believe, not only correct but demonstrat-ed to be so by meticulous and convincing arguments that both re-veal the flaws in rival views and bring out the merits of those Hy-man embraces or advocates. I write ‘nearly all’ because thereseems to me to be one clear exception, and it is this exception thatI shall focus upon in what follows.The claim I have in mind is that just as the pleasurable sen-timent that Hume postulates to explain the beauty of an objectcannot, Hyman maintains, be defined except in terms of thethought that the object seems beautiful, rendering the supposedexplanation useless, so the kind of perception involved in the per-ception of a picture as depicting a certain state of affairs cannot bedefined except as the perception that the object depicts that stateof affairs. In other words, the kind of perception intrinsic to theperception of what a picture depicts cannot be defined withoutusing the concept of depiction itself. Accordingly, the idea that de-piction can be explained in terms of the character of the expe-rience that a spectator undergoes in seeing what a picture depictsmust be abandoned: it is a viciously circular project.But what is the argument for this claim? It seems to consistof the following line of thought (OE, pp. 140-9). Depiction could beexplained in terms of the character of the experience that a spec-tator undergoes in seeing what a picture depicts only if there werea kind of predicate that satisfies two conditions: it ties the markson the surface of a picture to the kinds of object they depict and itdoes not include the notion of depiction. But no such predicate ex-ists. For the basic principles of pictorial art that Hyman has estab-lished – the occlusion shape principle, the relative occlusion sizeprinciple, the principles concerning surface and aperture coloursand the principle that there must be a visible difference between apicture’s surface and its content – «relate the surface and the con-tent of a picture without referring to its psychological effect», andthese principles indicate the limit of any possible definition «ofthe visible relationship between the marks on a picture’s surfaceand the objects they depict» (OE, p. 147).Now I agree that no such predicate exists, and if it needed toexist in order for depiction to be explained in terms of the distinc-tive nature of pictorial perception, Hyman’s conclusion would fol-low. But there appears to be no compelling reason why a predi-cate of this kind is required if the distinctive nature of pictorialperception is to be defined without making use of the concept of
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depiction. Consider, for example, Kendall Walton’s well-known ac-count of pictorial perception in which the character of the expe-rience of looking at a picture and seeing it as depicting a certainstate of affairs is represented as being a matter of one’s imaginingof one’s experience of seeing the picture that it is an experience ofseeing that state of affairs18. Now it is immaterial whether this isthe correct or a mistaken account of pictorial perception. It is truethat the idea of imagining of an experience one is undergoing thatthe experience is a different one might well be thought obscure orproblematic, and even if this idea is made as clear as it could be, itmight be thought not to be a true account of the experience oflooking at a picture and seeing it as a depiction of something orother. But what this example shows is that the lack of a predicatethat satisfies the two conditions specified above does not in itselfrule out the possibility of defining (without the definition incorpo-rating the concept of depiction) the experience a spectator under-goes in looking at a picture and seeing what it depicts. For itwould be perfectly possible to recognize this lack, to accept theocclusion shape principle and Hyman’s other basic principles ofpictorial art as governing the content of a picture, and then to addto these principles a definition along Waltonian lines of the expe-rience of seeing a picture as a depiction of a woman, a battle orwhatever. There would be no inconsistency in such a view.In fact, the amalgamation of the occlusion shape principleand the other principles Hyman identifies with Walton’s concep-tion of the nature of seeing a picture as a depiction of a certain ob-ject – an amalgamation that does not run counter to any of Hy-man’s other conclusions – might well help to answer an objectionthat might be brought against Walton’s view or at least to close agap that has been perceived in it. For why should anyone whenperceiving a picture that in fact depicts X imagine of their seeingthe picture anything at all? And in particular why should they im-agine of their experience of seeing the picture that it is an expe-rience of seeing X, rather than Y or Z or something else? Now al-though the occlusion shape principle and its allies do not in anyway explain why imagining anything of one’s experience of seeinga picture should take place in front of the picture, if such imagin-
18 In agreeing that a predicate of the required kind does not exist I am assuming thatHyman would not countenance as such a predicate (a predicate that follows ‘I can seemarks on a surface that’) the predicate ‘are such that in seeing them I am imagining ofmy seeing them that it is an experience of seeing a battle’.
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ing does take place then these principles are well-suited to figurein a plausible explanation of why, when the picture is seen cor-rectly, the imagining takes the form it does.Perhaps Walton’s conception of the nature of pictorial per-ception is wrong (I myself have expressed doubts about it)19. AndWalton has distanced himself from the idea that the concept ofdepiction requires that the principles governing depictive repre-sentation should be of any specific kind – a stance antipathetic toHyman. But if – and this is what I have argued – Hyman has givenno good reason for his claim that any attempt to define the charac-ter of the experience of seeing what a picture depicts without us-ing the concept of depiction must founder, then there seems to beno reason why, if a plausible account of this experience that doesnot use the conception of depiction were to be forthcoming, heshould not welcome into his conception of the fundamental cha-racter of pictorial art a specification of the nature of the expe-rience of seeing what a picture depicts, even if Walton’s account ofthis experience must be clarified if it is to be accepted or even if itis mistaken and must be replaced by an alternative.JOHN HYMAN(The Queen’s College, University of Oxford)
REPLIESI am very grateful to Will Davies, Zed Adams, Paolo Spinicci andMalcolm Budd for taking the trouble to write about The objective

eye, and for writing about it both generously and critically. Ilearned a good deal by thinking about their comments, and en-joyed grappling again with the problems that absorbed me when Iwrote the book, after an interval of several years. I have dividedmy comments into two parts: first colour, then depiction.
1. ColourWill Davies says that my treatment of colour relies on a «theory ofmeaning» or a «picture of linguistic meaning», and he refers to my«linguistic approach to colour ontology». I found these remarkspuzzling, because no particular theory or picture of meaning iseither stated or assumed in the book, and I explicitly reject the
19 M. Budd, Aesthetic essays, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2008, pp. 208-15.
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Whorfian idea that colours are carved out of an undifferentiatedvisual flux by words, or by habits of mind instilled by learningwords, which a number of philosophers, including Quine, endor-sed in the 1950s and 60s. To this extent, I explicitly oppose a lin-guistic approach to colour ontology20.What my discussion of colour actually relies on, as I explainin the first chapter, is a basic principle, which I claim is implicit inall our thought and talk about colours, namely, that «an object’scolour is part of its appearance, in other words, that it is part ofhow it looks» (OE, p. 15). Some philosophers (e.g. P.F. Strawson)would call this kind of principle a «conceptual truth», others (e.g.Frank Jackson) would call it a «prime intuition» or a «subject-determining platitude», yet others would call it something else.But it doesn’t matter what we call it. What matters is whether it istrue, and what follows if it is.Is it true? I acknowledge in the book that it is not self-evi-dent, but arguments need premises and this is mine. So I do nottry to prove that it is true, but I explain it at some length. The basicidea is that being red is the same kind of property as lookinground or looking tough, rather than being round or being tough,and hence that looking red is the same kind of property as lookingsquare-looking or tough-looking rather than looking square ortough, or looking handsome (good-looking) rather than beinghandsome21.As I say, this is not self-evident, but it explains a lot about co-lours, if it is true. For example, it has often been claimed that co-lours are unlike shapes inasmuch as an object is red if and only ifit looks red to normal observers in normal conditions, whereas itis not true that an object is round if and only if it looks round tonormal observers in normal conditions. For example, a hydrogenatom is round but it is too small to look round to any observer inany conditions. The biconditional about colours has been criti-
20 Research published since 2006 continues to support my view, which is completelyindependent of the issues about colour-processing in the visual system Davies mentions.For a useful review of the evidence, see T. Regier – P. Kay, Language, thought, and colour:
Whorf was half right, «Trends in cognitive sciences» 13 (2009), pp. 439-46.21 Davies also says that I claim that «looks» is «semantically ambiguous». In fact, I distin-guish between statements about looks that are relativized to specific conditions (e.g.«Ruddy boys look pale in blinding sunlight») and ones that are not (e.g. «Anemic boyslook pale»), and I point out that «look» in «Anemic boys look pale» is a pleonasm, in oth-er words, a redundancy, in the sense that «look» can be replaced by the copula «are» inthis sentence, but not in the other. This is a difference in use, but it is not an ambiguityby normal criteria.
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cized (notably by J.L. Austin and C.L. Hardin22) and it is not truewithout qualification, but there is something right about it, andthe idea that being red is comparable to looking round rather thanbeing round explains what. Because there is evidently somethingright about the claim that something is X-looking if and only if it
looks X-looking to normal observers in normal conditions. For ex-ample, a good-looking man may not look good-looking if he hasbeen seasick for three days, and a man who is not in fact good-looking may look good-looking thanks to some clever make-up ora trick of the light. But it is at least roughly true that a man is good-looking if and only if he looks good-looking to normal observers innormal conditions.Davies’s own starting-point («subject-determining plati-tude», «prime intuition») is different. It is this: «First and foremost[…] colours are visibilia, properties which are canonically pre-sented or represented in visual perception». Is this a better prem-ise to adopt? Colours are certainly visibilia, as of course areshapes. But why should visibilia be glossed «canonically presentedor represented in visual perception»? «[C]olours are visibilia»means ‘Colours are visible’, and the gloss does not make the state-ment any clearer. Is there meant to be a difference between «pre-sented» and «represented»? If so, which of them is right? Andwhat is «canonically» supposed to mean? Presumably, the ideaisn’t that colours are standardly seen, but can also be heard or ta-sted. But what exactly is it?Setting «canonically» aside, I suspect that the idea that col-ours are «presented or represented in visual perception» is attrac-tive because it can seem to lead in pretty short order to the ideathat colours are physical properties such as microstructures, the«Australian» theory of colours, as Jackson calls it, which Daviescastigates me for giving too short shrift. Thus, Jackson’s own«prime intuition» is similar to Davies’s: «‘Red’ denotes the prop-erty of an object putatively presented in visual experience whenthat object looks red». But, Jackson claims, it is «relatively uncon-troversial» that the property putatively presented in an experi-ence is a property that typically causes the experience, and this, inthe case of red, is a physical property, the property physics identi-fies as responsible for causing experiences of red, such as a certain
22 J.L. Austin, Sense and sensibilia, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1962, p. 66; C.L. Har-din, Colour for philosophers, Indianapolis, Ind., Hackett, 1988, pp. 67 ff.
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kind of microstructure of an object’s surface. So this must be what‘red’ denotes23.I do not find this argument convincing. If we allow causationby properties, the idea Jackson says is «relatively uncontrover-sial» seems to me (roughly, since the terminology is rough) true inthe case of the properties conventionally classified as primary andfalse in the case of the ones conventionally classified as secondary.Jackson’s assumption that it is true in the case of colours thereforeseems question-begging in a rather obvious way.Compare looking crooked and being crooked (as propertiesof sticks). Looking X is not the same property as being X and look-ing X-looking is not the same property as being X-looking. Hand-some men do not always look handsome and, as Grice oncepointed out, someone might look tough-looking in the dim light ofthe passage, although as soon as he moved into the room it couldbe seen that really he looked quite gentle24. Furthermore, lookingX can be «putatively presented» in an experience without being Xbeing «putatively presented» too. For instance, Al Jolson in black-face looks black-looking but does not look black. In Davies’s ter-minology, when one sees Jolson on the screen the property oflooking black is «represented in visual perception», but not theproperty of being black. Similarly, a straight stick partly immersedin water looks crooked-looking but does not exactly look crooked,at least when one is used to the trick (I do not just mean that oneis not inclined to judge that it is crooked, I mean that it does notlook as if it is a crooked stick).Now presumably, the property that typically causes an expe-rience in which being crooked is «putatively presented» is theproperty of being crooked. And presumably, the property that typ-
ically causes an experience in which looking crooked is «putativelypresented» is also the property of being crooked (sticks partlyimmersed in water are not typical cases). But in that case theproperty «putatively presented» is the same as the property thattypically causes the experience in the case of being crooked, but
not the same in the case of looking crooked. That is why I say Jack-son’s argument is question-begging. He assumes – wrongly, I think– that being red is like being crooked rather than looking crooked,
23 F. Jackson, From metaphysics to ethics, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998, p. 89.24 P. Grice, Some remarks about the senses, reprinted in Studies in the way of words, Cam-bridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1989, p. 258.
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in other words, that it is a primary quality and not part of a redobject’s appearance, not part of how it looks.As I have pointed out, Davies’s statement that colours are«presented or represented in visual perception» is less clear thanthe statement that colours are visibilia, which he wants it to ex-plain. So why does he use this phrase? I suspect the reason is thatit sounds right if one already believes that colours are physicalproperties, because it presents a picture that is congenial to thistheory. It invites us to imagine that physical properties producesigns of themselves in our minds, which either represent them asthey are in reality, or represent them in disguise. In the latter case,perception alone does not reveal what the physical properties arelike in reality, but science can. But in both cases there is the prop-erty itself, which is physical, and the sign of the property, whichrepresents it, which is psychological.I think this ignores the possibility that a property is neither aphysical property, in the object, nor a sign of a physical property,in the mind, but part of the appearance of an object, in otherwords, that the reality of the property is neither physical nor psy-chological, but phenomenal.Some properties certainly are appearances, such as beinground-looking, tough-looking and good-looking. And if we thinkabout them carefully they turn out to have several interestingproperties, such as only belonging to visible objects, and (simplify-ing for the moment) not influencing events except as a result ofbeing seen. The idea that colours are properties of this kind can-not be dismissed out of hand, and it shows how one can be a real-ist about colours without identifying them either with physicalstructures that are too fine-grained to be visible (as Jackson does)
or with dispositions, which are not visible either (as Lockeansdo)25, and without denying (as non-physicalist realists generallydo)26 that there is a metaphysical difference between colours andshapes of very roughly the sort that most philosophers and scien-tists since the seventeenth century have insisted on, whatevertheory of colours they endorsed.
25 I reject the view, which Davies mentions, that dispositions should be identified withstructures. But for present purposes, there is no need to consider it, because it changesthe reason why colours would be invisible if they were dispositions, but does not changethe fact.26 P.M.S. Hacker, Appearance and reality, Oxford, Blackwell, 1987; J. Campbell, A simple
view of colour, in J. Haldane - C. Wright (eds.), Reality, representation and projection, Ox-ford, Oxford University Press, 1993.
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This tightrope between the traditional options in the meta-physics of colour must be there, because properties such as beinggood-looking and being round-looking are perched on it. So itmakes sense to see whether it will support the weight of coloursand other sensible qualities as well.Zed Adams also challenges the principle that an object’s co-lour is part of its appearance, part of how it looks. He focuses onthe idea that if this principle is true, then colours are inert, in oth-er words, they cannot affect what happens, except as a result ofbeing seen. If this is right, the esse of colours is not percipi – as itwould be if they were sensations – but their efficere is. In a phraseI borrow from Jonathan Bennett, the behaviour of sentient ani-mals is the bottleneck through which colours affect the world.Adams points out that I do not say much about why I thinkthe basic principle is true, and he suggests that I do Aristotle aninjustice by wrongly assuming that «there is a static concept ofcolour that has remained unchanged from Aristotle’s time to ourown». He thinks the concept has changed, and that the idea thatcolours are appearances (in the sense explained) is «a reaction tocertain early modern philosophical and scientific innovations anddiscoveries». He agrees with me that it is difficult to makeprogress in philosophy unless we understand the history of philo-sophical ideas, but he criticizes me for ignoring the history of thisidea. He is also sceptical about the idea that colours are inert:«what is it for the causal efficacy of a property to be restricted byhow we understand that property, and what sort of property iscausally efficacious only on the behaviour of a being capable ofexperiencing it?». Has the concept of colour changed since Aris-totle’s time? The answer, I think, is the same as the answer to thesame question about shape or weight. The concept has ramified,so that we now have a larger system of colour concepts. For ex-ample, we distinguish between spectral and non-spectral coloursand employ the concept of a metameric pair. These modern colourconcepts are developments of the ancient ones, just as the physi-cal concept of gravity is a development of the concept of weight.But the names of colours (the words we use to express colour-concepts) do not refer to a different kind of property today fromthe kind of property they referred to in classical or pre-classicalGreece, any more than the names of shapes do. We teach childrento use these words in the same way as we always have, and the
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purposes for which use them are the same as they have alwaysbeen.So while our understanding of the physical and physiologicalmechanisms involved in colour perception has developed sub-stantially, especially in the twentieth century, and while it wouldobviously be silly to think that philosophical theories advanced inthe twentieth or the twenty-first century might just as well havebeen advanced in the fourth century BC, this does not mean that atheory of colour invented today does not apply to colours as Aris-totle knew them, or that Aristotle’s theory does not apply to co-lours as we know them.What about the idea that colours are inert? Adams asks«what is it for the causal efficacy of a property to be restricted byhow we understand that property, and what sort of property iscausally efficacious only on the behaviour of a being capable ofexperiencing it?». And he says that comparing colours with sensa-tions cannot help us to answer these questions, even if the com-parison is useful for some other purposes.I agree. If the idea that colours are inert is puzzling, the ob-vious comparison to make is with values – obvious, I should add,thanks to Hume’s brilliant essay Of the standard of taste. For ex-ample, the wickedness of a criminal act can influence the sentence,and the beauty of a landscape can affect the route to be taken by anew road, but only if the judge recognizes the wickedness of theact and the planners acknowledge the beauty of the landscape. Anact may be wicked even if noone except the perpetrator everknows that it was done, and a landscape may be beautiful even ifnoone ever sees it. But the wickedness of the act or the beauty ofthe landscape cannot affect the course of history by one iota ifthey are not perceived. Now if we assume for the sake of argu-ment that values are non-natural qualities which we perceive by a‘faculty of moral intuition’, so that the perception of values seemsquite like the perception of colours (more like it, no doubt, than itreally is) the point of the comparison should be clear.What would it be like if the behaviour of sentient animalswere not the bottleneck through which colours affect the world?We may as well ask what it would be like if the «Australian»theory were true, since microstructures have many effects inde-pendently of sentient animals. For example, the microstructure ofa substance can make it an electrical conductor or cause it to meltat a particular temperature, or fracture with a particular pattern.
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So if it turned out that the same microstructural property of asteel rod gave it a bluish cast and caused it to fracture in a certainway, and if the colour were the microstructural property, then wewould have to accept that its colour caused it to fracture that way.I am not saying that noone would accept this. Some philoso-phers have an appetite for bullets. But considered independentlyof any metaphysical theory of colour, which might predispose oneto accept it, it is surely less plausible than Aristotle’s views aboutcausation by colours. Remember: Aristotle thought that red thingsmake things red and blue things make things blue (it is controver-sial how he applied this principle to the visual process, as Adamsnotes, but not that he accepted it). And while he did not under-stand the physics or the physiology of colour vision, even at a ru-dimentary level, in this he was dead right. For as I point out in thebook, the principle that colours are inert needs to be qualified.Strictly, we ought to say that an object’s colour can only make adifference other than to the appearance of something by beingseen, just as values can only make a difference other than to the
value of something by being recognized or perceived. For example,the colour of the dye in which a cloth is soaked affects the colourof the cloth, and the beauty of Cleopatra’s nose contributed to thebeauty of her profile.Finally, on the topic of colour, Paolo Spinicci writes as fol-lows: «The meaning of words like mass, energy, cell, or even wateror iron, is something that has not been defined once and for all,but depends on what we discover about reality, step after step.This, in principle, does not seem to apply to the system of con-cepts of colour that establish and exhaust the way of being of theirobjects. Chromatic terms have a history that may be influenced bymany different factors, but in principle it is not possible that fu-ture experience will force us to correct our system of concepts, orthat an unexpected experience will force us to change our idea ofyellow or of red. So chromatic concepts do not seem to depend onwhat experience may teach us in the future, and this is why theirposition with respect to the problem of reality does not seem tome to be entirely clarified by the statement ‘our colour conceptsdo not “carve nature at the joints”’». I am not certain how to in-terpret this remark, which is why I have quoted it in full, but Ithink the claim that colour concepts «establish and exhaust theway of being of their objects» is in effect a rejection of the theorythat colours are physical properties, such as microstructures,
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whose nature we can discover by scientific investigation. Next,Spinicci seems to say that since colours are not physical proper-ties «future experience», in which he clearly includes futurescience, cannot require us to modify or replace our colour con-cepts, in the way that it can require us, and past science has re-quired us, to modify or replace our physical concepts, at least forscientific purposes. Finally, he concludes that my comment (at theend of chapter two) that «our colour concepts do not ‘carve natureat the joints’» is not entirely satisfactory.If this interpretation is right, I agree with the first point, but Ithink the second point needs to be qualified, and it needs to bequalified because of a fact about colours that my comment aboutcarving nature at the joints was meant to summarize. Let me ex-plain.Colours are phenomenal properties, not physical properties,so physics cannot require us to modify or replace our colour con-cepts. But we use them to explain the behaviour of sentient ani-mals, and so ethology can. This does not mean changing «our ideaof yellow or of red», it means setting aside our ideas of yellow andred for the purposes of explaining the behaviour of animals withdifferent visual systems from our own. I explain this in detail inchapter two, and I shall summarize it as briefly as possible here,simplifying the facts considerably, but not distorting them, I hope.Consider a rainbow. The wavelength of light varies conti-nuously across its width, at least the discontinuities are negligiblefor our purposes, but what we see when we look at a rainbow isbroad bands of approximately the same colour, divided by narrowtransitional bands. The reason for this is that we are more sensi-tive to small differences in wavelength in some parts of the spec-trum than others (the parts where we are relatively sensitive arethe transitions). The same is true of all animals with colour vision,but the wavelength-ranges within which they are especially sensi-tive will vary depending on the characteristics of their visual sys-tem, and so they will divide the rainbow in different ways. That iswhy I said in the book that the colours we learn to identify byname are tightly constrained by the physiology of the human visu-al system. If a lion could talk about colours, we could learn to un-derstand him, but his basic colour vocabulary would not translateword for word into ours.Spinicci reports me as saying that «our colour concepts donot ‘carve nature at the joints’». But the quotation is incomplete,
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and the meaning of the remark is completely altered as a result.For what I actually wrote is this: «our colour concepts do not‘carve nature at the joints’ – or rather they do, but this is humannature, and not the nature of the visible objects we perceive». Ifthis remark is applied to the rainbow, its meaning is clear. Therainbow has effectively no physical discontinuities or «joints», andit phenomenal joints, the discontinuities we see, and record in ourbasic colour vocabulary, are explained by human nature, that is,by the nature of the human visual system. That is why we need toset this vocabulary aside in order to explain the colour-sensitivebehaviour of animals with very different visual systems from ourown.
2. DepictionIf colours are phenomenal qualities, and phenomenal qualitieshave the characteristics I have said they have, the names of col-ours do not refer to sensations, and they cannot be defined interms of sensations. Locke wrote, «Flame is denominated Hot and
Light; Snow White and Cold; and Manna White and Sweet, from theIdeas [i.e., sensations] they produce in us». But this is the reverseof the truth. White is applied in the first instance to bodies, sur-faces and light and is applied by analogy to sensations.In the second part of The objective eye, I argue that the rep-resentational properties of pictures cannot be defined in terms ofsensations either. Wollheim labelled the experience of seeing ei-ther a particular thing (e.g. Socrates) or a kind of thing (e.g. abearded man) represented in a picture «seeing-in». But noone hassucceeded in replacing the label with an explanation, in otherwords, in defining the experience of «seeing-in» without using theconcept of depiction itself. The «seeing-in» that normally occurswhen a spectator encounters a picture of Socrates or a beardedman is of course the experience of seeing Socrates or a beardedman depicted; but I argue that a definition excluding ‘depict’ andcognate terms is not feasible, and so the project of explaining rep-resentation by pictures by defining the experience of «seeing-in»is bound to fail. «Seeing-in» can be defined as the kind of visualexperience normally caused by pictures; but a picture cannot bedefined as the kind of thing that normally causes «seeing-in».What is the alternative to this kind of theory of depiction? Ofcourse there are several, but the alternative I defend is this. Weshould think of the experience of seeing what is represented in a
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picture as the result of a two-part process (the parts are aspectsrather than stages, they do not occur in a temporal sequence). Ta-ke the simple case of a silhouette. Other kinds of pictures requiremore complex analysis, because of the use of line or colour, andbecause of the representation of space and light. But the two partsof the process can be described more concisely if we make thissimplification. So, in the case of a silhouette, I maintain, the blackshapes the silhouettist has cut out fix the occlusion shapes of theobjects represented and their parts, relative to an implicit line ofsight27. And the spectator’s ability to recognize, say, a girl or a cat,enables him to see a girl or a cat depicted in a silhouette by seeingits occlusion shape and the occlusion shapes of its parts.This simple two-part theory preserves part of the old re-semblance theory, and is immune to the objections to the resem-blance theory, both the classic objections stated in Descartes’s Op-
tics and the modern objections stated by Goodman and Wollheim(see OE, chs. 4, 6). It also avoids the fatal objection stated above tothe project of defining the representational properties of picturesin purely psychological terms, because the most basic kind of con-tent (the occlusion shapes of the objects it depicts) is fixed inde-
pendently of the visual experience the picture produces in a spec-tator’s mind. But the two-part theory also does justice to the ideathat artists exploit the characteristics of our visual system in sub-tler and more ingenious ways than the old resemblance theorycan accommodate. For whereas the old theory limited the «be-holder’s share» (as Gombrich nicely called it) to perceiving simi-larities in shape and colour between the marks on the surface of apicture and familiar kinds of visible things, the two-part theoryplaces no limits on the ways in which a depicted form with a spe-cific occlusion shape can engage a spectator’s disposition to rec-ognize objects of a given kind.Budd agrees with me that the project of explaining depictionby defining the experience of seeing what a picture representsfails unless it is possible to define the experience without usingthe concept of depiction. And he does not insist that this is possi-ble. But he says that I have failed to show that it is not possible. Myargument is as follows. The only way in which we can define a vis-ual experience is by specifying its content. But the canonical (stan-dard) way of specifying the content of the visual experience that
27 I explain the concept of occlusion shape in detail in OE, pp. 74-9. It is also called «out-line» or «perspectival» shape.
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occurs when we see what a picture represents uses the concept ofdepiction. For example, if the picture represents a girl, the experi-ence is of a design that depicts a girl. Specifying the content of theexperience without using the concept of depiction means, in effect,devising a term that will replace the verb ‘depicts’ in the italicizedphrase without compromising the accuracy with which it specifiesthe content of the experience. Some philosophers have attemptedthis (e.g. Peacocke and Hopkins) but it cannot be done.I shall not explain here why I do not think it can be done, be-cause Budd agrees. But he does not think it is necessary to do it, inorder to define the experience of seeing what a picture representswithout using the concept of depiction. For as he points out, a the-ory of depiction might propose a way of defining this experiencethat is not simply a definition of a visual experience. In fact, Kend-all Walton proposes a theory of this kind. He proposes that the ex-perience of seeing what a picture of a girl represents can be de-fined as a combination of a first-order visual experience of seeingthe picture and a second-order non-visual experience of imaginingthat the first-order experience is an experience of seeing a girl.Budd is absolutely right to point out that I ignore this kind oftheory. In the chapter of The objective eye in which I discuss see-ing-in, I equate the ‘perception’ and the ‘experience’ caused by pic-tures (I deliberately referred to «the experience» in the first sen-tence of the last paragraph but one, and «the visual experience» inthe fifth sentence, to repeat the equation). In other words, I as-sume that the experience of seeing what a picture represents is avisual experience. But I do not accept that Walton’s account showsthis assumption was mistaken, and hence that I did not succeed inruling out the possibility of defining the experience of seeing whata picture represents non-circularly, whether the account is right or
wrong. For if it is wrong it shows nothing at all. And it is wrong,because the experience of seeing a girl in a picture does not al-ways involves imagining that one is seeing a girl. The claim that itdoes assimilates the experience of seeing pictures in general tothe experience solicited by trompes l’oeil. It is easy to miss this ifwe lazily accept the conventional idea that trompes l’oeil cause il-lusions. But as I argue in the book (and as Ruskin already pointedout) this is a mistake28. The right description of the experience so-licited by trompes l’oeil is «imagining that one is seeing what the
28 J. Ruskin, Modern painters I, in The complete works of John Ruskin, ed. by E.T. Cook - A.Wedderburn, London, George Allen, 1903, vol. 3, p. 100; OE, p. 132.
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picture represents», and not «having the illusion of seeing whatthe picture represents».But perhaps I was hasty in saying that if Walton’s account iswrong it shows nothing at all. Perhaps what is wrong with itshows something. For if it really describes the experience solicitedby trompes l’oeil, it does not describe it completely. Take Verone-se’s trompe l’oeil painting of a girl between half-open doors in theVilla Barbaro. On Walton’s account, the experience caused by thepainting has two parts: first, seeing the frescoed wall, and second,imagining that one is seeing is a girl. But if the second experience,
imagining that one is seeing is a
girl, is what distinguishes trompes
l’oeil from pictures in general, thenhe has left out part of what theyhave in common – exactly the partI argue cannot be defined withoutusing the concept of depiction,namely, seeing a girl in a picture. Sohe has not analyzed this experienceis, he has eliminated it. And itsurely is a visual experience. Onecould contend that it should beeliminated, that it is a fiction. Witt-genstein considers this possibility:«Is it superstition to think I see thehorse galloping in the picture?»29.But if Budd agrees with me that itis not a fiction, that it is a visualexperience, and that it cannot bedefined without using ‘depict’ or acognate term, he must surely agreethat my argument succeeds.Finally, I should like to comment briefly on Spinicci’s re-marks about depiction. I agree with much of what he says on thistopic. I agree in particular that the occlusion shape principleshould not lead us to imagine that the content of the «seeing-in»experience caused by a picture of a girl is a design whose shape is

the occlusion shape of a girl. As Wittgenstein put it we do not deci-pher pictures, although of course we see the girl in the picture by

29 L. Wittgenstein, Philosophical investigations, trans. by G.E.M. Anscombe, second edi-tion, Oxford, Blackwell, 1958, p. 202.
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seeing the design (something similar can be said about intentionalaction. My intention when I lift a suitcase onto a rack is not to raise
my arms in such a way as to lift the suitcase, although of course Ilift the suitcase by raising my arms). But two remarks in particularpuzzle me.First, Spinicci says, quite rightly, that anamorphic picturesare exceptions to the principle that the shapes on the surface of apicture are the same as the occlusion shapes of the objects theydepict. As I explain in the book, the rule for anamorphoses is thatthe occlusion shapes on the surface of a picture relative to the in-tended line of sight are the same as the occlusion shapes of theobjects they depict30. But he also claims that some paintings byTitian and Rembrandt, and Pointillist and Fauve paintings, are ex-ceptions. He writes: «Here the configuration of chromatic marksdoes not repeat the configuration of the occlusion shapes of thedepicted objects, yet we see faces, bodies, landscapes». But this isquite wrong. These paintings have something distinctive in com-mon. They draw attention to the design on the surface, the pig-ment, the brushstrokes, the process of painting. They are at theopposite pole to trompes l’oeil31. And in some cases (not all) theobjects they depict are less sharply delineated than in a paintingby Raphael or Ingres. But the occlusion shape principle applies tothem in exactly the same way, because the imprecision in the oc-clusion shape of a face or body corresponds exactly to the impre-cision in the shape of the part of the design that depicts it. Theboundary of one is no more and no less exact than the boundary ofthe other, because the boundary of one is the boundary of theother.Second, I object in the book to Wollheim’s claim that «see-ing-in» involves seeing one thing in a picture «standing out infront of […] something else»32. I claim there are many exceptions,including a child’s stick-figure drawing and a frieze of mournerson a Geometric vase. They are exceptions because (a) the un-marked surface does not contribute the picture’s content: it is aground but not a background; and (b) the figures themselves arenot represented in depth, with some parts closer to the picture
30 I discuss the implications of the exception on the general theory of pictorial art in OE,pp. 94 ff.31 Pointillist painting has other exceptional characteristics, which relate to the represen-tation of colour rather than form. See OE, pp. 99-104.32 R. Wollheim, Painting as an art, London, Thames & Hudson, 1988, p. 46.
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plane than others. Spinicci quotes this explanation, but he objectsthat every picture that represents a solid object «determines adepth», because the front surface of the object hides its back sur-face. Perhaps. But «determin[ing] a depth» means implying depth,and depth which is only implicit is not seen. Nevertheless, Spinicciis surely right to emphasize how strongly inclined we are to teaseinformation about depth from the most unpromising material, andhis example of a four-year-old’s drawing illustrates the point well.


